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METHOD FOR GROWING AN ADHERENT
DIAMOND LAYER ATOP AN INTERLAYER
BONDED TO A COMPOUND
SEMICONDUCTOR SUBSTRATE

semiconductor substrates through CVD, the underlying
structures are not immune to plastic deformation (Warpage).
Warpage of any kind renders, at best, a substrate that Will

exhibit sub-par performance, and is therefore essentially use
less. Warpage originates in the substrate due to nonuniform
heating of the substrate When poWer directly or indirectly is

TECHNICAL FIELD

ramped to the substrate either at too fast a rate or nonuni

This invention relates to compound semiconductors Which
have an adhesion layer coating Wherein a diamond layer is
groWn upon and bonded to the adhesion layer.

formly. So far the art has not obtained success at avoiding

Warpage on standard manufacturing-level compound semi
conductor substrates (having a typical thickness range of 0.3

mm to 0.7 mm), during diamond layer groWth through CVD.
BACKGROUND

Some success has been achieved in avoiding Warpage With

non-standard semiconductor substrates, relating mainly to
It is knoWn that the intimate proximity of a diamond layer

small parts in a research and development context, but never

upon integrated circuits and any other high poWer density
devices makes for unexcelled performance at high tempera

at a manufacturing level. These experimental parts typically
have thicknesses of over tWo millimeters. Secondly, applica
tion of the carbon-bearing gas in too high of a concentration
for a particular adhesion layer material Will result in non
adhesion of the diamond layer due to high carbon soot for

ture as Well as for convenience of cooling, to list a feW desir

able characteristics. It is also knoWn that these desirable fea
tures of a diamond layer upon an integrated circuit are vastly

improved When the layer is maintained at high uniformity,
Without irregularities. Depositing a diamond layer by chemi

20

mation at the deposition interface. Thirdly, application of
carbon-bearing gas at too loW of concentration could result in

cal vapor deposition (CVD) is knoWn to be one of the best

etching of the adhesion layer, resulting in direct but non

methods for achieving a uniform diamond layer With high
poWer density devices or other forms of integrated circuits. It

reproducible adhesion betWeen the diamond and the com

is knoWn to those familiar With the art that diamond CVD is

pound semiconductor.
25

The foregoing re?ects the state of the art of Which the
inventor is aWare, and is tendered With a vieW toWard dis

typically performed by one of three major methods. Namely,
1) plasma enhanced diamond CVD (from DC, RF, or micro

charging the inventor’s acknoWledged duty of candor, Which

Wave energy sources); 2) hot-?lament enhanced diamond

may be pertinent to the patentability of the present invention.

CVD (primarily super hot tungsten Wires as the source of

energy); and 3) high velocity plasma torch diamond CVD. It

It is respectfully stipulated, hoWever, that the foregoing dis
30

is further knoWn to those familiar With the art that all of the

cussion does not teach or render obvious, singly or When

considered in combination, the inventor’s claimed invention.

aforementioned processes result in the generation of signi?
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

cant heat from the plasma and/ or highly heated Wires, as Well

as, from highly signi?cant exothermic recombination of
atomic hydrogen on all surfaces closest to the plasma, or
super hot Wires.
The CVD process is carried out in an evacuated reaction
chamber having a compound semiconductor substrate or a

35

that Would be further processed to fabricate integrated circuits
such as transistors, poWer ampli?ers, or microprocessors, to

combination of semiconductor layers With other possible lay
ers on some substrate placed therein, the top surface being
covered With a diamond-friendly adhesion layer. “Diamond
friendly” means materials that have the potential to form
binary or ternary chemical bonds With carbon. In essence the
superior adhesion of diamond to these materials is not just a
function of surface treatment and mechanical interlocking,

40

name some examples. Using Chemical Vapor Deposition
(CVD) methods, diamond is groWn directly upon a substrate
having a diamond-friendly adhesion layer. The substrate can
be a compound semiconductor coated With an adhesion layer.
The adhesion layer is preferably a dielectric, such as silicon

nitride, silicon carbide, aluminum nitride or amorphous sili
45

but also of chemical bonding. Using CVD, the diamond layer
is groWn directly upon the diamond-friendly adhesion layer
material Which is preferably a dielectric such as silicon

nitride, silicon carbide, aluminum nitride, or amorphous sili
con, to name some examples. The carbon for groWing the

The invention is a method for achieving an adherent dia
mond layer on a compound semiconductor layer or substrate

50

con, to name some primary examples. The typical thickness
of the adhesion layer is one micrometer or less. The resulting

stack of layers, (e.g. substrate layer, adhesion layer and dia
mond layer) is structurally free of plastic deformation and the
diamond layer is Well adherent to the dielectric adhesion layer
such that it can be processed further, such as by increasing the

diamond layer is supplied by at least one carbon-bearing gas

thickness of the diamond layer to a desired level, or any

in a mixture With other reactive and possibly non-reactive
(diluent) gases introduced into the reaction chamber for the

additional thin ?lm fabrication process steps.

CVD process. Almost alWays the carbon-bearing gas(es) are

Within Which the substrate having the dielectric adhesion
layer is placed. A mixture of reactive gases, that includes at

introduced into the process chamber in combination With

The CVD method is carried out in an evacuated reactor
55

hydrogen gas. Typically hydrogen comprises up to 90 to 99%,
by volume of all gases supplied into the reaction chamber.
Typical carbon-bearing gases used for such applications
include CH4, C2H6, CO, and C2H2, With CH4 being the
preferred gas for most such processes.
While CVD is the best knoWn process for groWing a dia
mond layer on the adhesion layer, there are aspects to CVD

least one form of a carbon-bearing gas is introduced into the
reactor and maintained at a speci?ed concentration. PoWer is
applied to the reactor, at a ramped rate, to maintain a tem
perature differential betWeen the center of the substrate and
60

processing temperature of the substrate is mostly maintained
at betWeen 700° C. to 900° C., but alWays less than 1200° C.

Which require improvement for successful application of a
diamond layer onto a compound semiconductor layer, and it
is in these areas of improvement that this invention is directed.

First, despite the bene?ts gained in groWing diamond layers
on standard compound semiconductor layers or compound

the edge of the substrate of less than 80° Celsius. The ?nal

These conditions are maintained to assure the groWth of an

adherent diamond layer upon the adhesion layer of the sub
65

strate.

Accordingly, the folloWing objects and advantages of the
invention apply:
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It is an object of this invention to provide a CVD method for
growing a diamond layer upon a diamond-friendly adhesion
layer of a substrate that does not cause the substrate to

prised of hydro gen atoms and carbon-bearing radicals such as
CH3 and CH2. The species gas provides a carbon source for

deposition of diamond on the adhesion layer by the CVD
method. FIG. 1C illustrates the continued application of dia
mond deposition until a critical adherent diamond layer 16 is
groWn. This critical adherent diamond layer 16 must achieve
a bond of su?icient strength to alloW for the continued depo

undergo any irreversible plastic deformation.
It is another object of this invention to provide a CVD
method for groWing a diamond layer upon an adhesion layer
of a substrate that prevents the formation of excessive soot or

sition of diamond for achieving the full groWth potential of

other loosely adherent forms of carbon atop the interlayer,
and thus degrading the adhesion betWeen the subsequent
diamond layer and the adhesion layer.
Further objects and advantages of the invention Will be
brought out in the folloWing portions of the speci?cation,
Wherein the detailed description is for the purpose of fully
disclosing the preferred embodiments of the invention, With
out placing limitations thereon.

hofer IAF, SP3 Diamond Technologies or Crystallume, Inc.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

adhesion layer 12 is comprised of a diamond-friendly dielec
tric material Which characteristically bonds a diamond layer

The invention Will be more fully understood by reference
to the folloWing draWings Which are for illustrative purposes

the diamond layer 18 as shoWn in FIG. 1D.
Referring also to FIG. 2, the method employs a diamond
CVD reactor of a type for example manufactured by Fraun

Adhesion layer coated compound semiconductor substrates
are ?rst loaded 20 into the diamond CVD reactor and the
reactor is evacuated doWn to the base (loWest) pressure 22
achievable by the vacuum pump attached to the reactor. The

readily thereto. For purely exemplary purposes, preferred
20

only:

silicon.

FIG. 1A is a front vieW of a compound semiconductor

substrate upon Which the inventive method is performed.
FIG. 1B is a front vieW of the compound semiconductor
substrate of FIG. 1A, shoWn With a plasma plume of activated
species for depositing a diamond layer upon the substrate.
FIG. 1C is a continuing front vieW of the compound semi
conductor substrate from FIG. 1B, shoWing the continued

25

application of diamond deposition to cause the formation of a

critical adherent diamond layer to the adherent layer of the
substrate.
FIG. 1D is a continuing front vieW of the compound semi
conductor substrate of FIG. 1C, shoWing the continued appli
cation of diamond deposition upon the critical adherent dia
mond layer until a thickened layer of diamond groWth is
achieved.

30

of aluminum nitride Would require a different concentration
of carbon-bearing gas than one composed of silicon carbide.
The carbon bearing gas may be selected from any standard

As a result of the hot CVD diamond process plasma 14, hot
35

Wires (not shoWn) and hydrogen recombination, the substrate
1 0 heats up. The heat retained in the substrate naturally causes
the substrate to deform, but the substrate 10 retains a certain
level of natural elasticity from Which the substrate can revert

40

back to its original shape, Without Warpage, upon cooling. A
problem arises When the natural elasticity of the substrate 10

45

is exceeded to a point Where upon cooling, the substrate
cannot return to its pre-heating natural shape, and remains
Warped upon cooling. The inventive method achieves a sub
strate 10 that is free of Warpage by controlling the ramp up of
poWer applied to the process gases and as a result of regulat

50

ing heat transport to the substrate 10. By regulating heat
transport to the substrate 10, the temperature differential
betWeen the center to edge of the substrate alWays remains
Within speci?c temperature parameters, and the ?nal process
temperature of the substrate does not exceed a speci?ed maxi

The inventive method as described herein alloWs a sub

strate having an adhesion layer to have a diamond layer groWn
onto the adhesion layer While at the same time preventing the

method insures that the formation of excessive soot in the

Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) reactor environment is
kept to a minimum so as not to degrade the bonding betWeen

the diamond layer and the adhesion layer. The method
achieves its advantages through the sequence of steps Which
comprise the method. This sequence of steps includes the

Formation of the critically adherent diamond layer 16 upon
the adhesion layer 12 is achieved via the inventive method by
introducing a carbon-bearing gas into the CVD reactor 24 in
concentrations that are speci?c to the composition of the
adhesion layer. For example, an adhesion layer 12 composed

gas typically used in CVD such as CH4, C2H6, C2H2, CO,
and CHF3 With the preferred carbon bearing gas for use in the
method being CH4.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

substrate from undergoing any irreversible plastic deforma
tion during groWth of the diamond layer. Additionally, the

materials comprising the adhesion layer Would include sili
con nitride, silicon carbide, aluminum nitride and amorphous

mum temperature.

steps of managing the rate of poWer ramp to the substrate and

According to the inventive method, adhesion layer coated

further managing the concentration of carbon-bearing gas

compound semiconductor substrates 10 are loaded into a
CVD reactor 20 Which is evacuated doWn to the vacuum
pump base pressure of the reactor 22. Reactive gases are
introduced 24 into the chamber and a preset process pressure
is established 26, Which can range in betWeen 5 to 500 Torr.

introduced to the reactor environment depending upon the

composition of the adhesion layer.
Referring noW to FIG. 1A, the substrate for groWing the
diamond layer through the inventive method is shoWn. The
substrate 10 is comprised of a compound semiconductor, the
substrate further having an adhesion layer coating 12. The
adhesion layer 12 serves to adhere the diamond layer to the
substrate 10 and the adhesion layer covers the compound
semiconductor. The adhesion layer 12 is selected from the

55
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group comprising silicon nitride, silicon carbide, aluminum

mond thermal diffusivity. This diamond layer thickness is

nitride and amorphous silicon to name some preferred

examples.
FIG. 1B shoWs a plasma plume 14 or other generating
source of activated species gas, the species gas being com

The carbon-containing gas provides the carbon atoms neces
sary for building the ?rst critical diamond adherent layer 16
Which binds to the adhesion layer material 12. Suf?cient
bonding of the critical diamond adherent layer 16 to the
adhesion layer 12 is crucial for building a uniform diamond
layer 18 of a thickness for obtaining the full bene?t of dia

65

preferably at least greater than 25 micrometers to achieve
suf?cient thermal diffusivity. The concentration of the car
bon-bearing gas is set 28 and maintained to assure the survival

US 7,939,367 B1
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of the adhesion layer 12 during the subsequent power ramp
step, prior to the formation of the initial, adherent diamond
nucleation layer 16. Every deposition process also contains
species that could etch aWay any exposed layer. In CVD
diamond, atomic hydrogen is capable of etching aWay any
and all of the adhesion layer 12. It is critical to include enough

cally bonded to a heat-spreading diamond layer 18 that is: 1)
Well adherent enough to be processed further (namely sub
jecting the substrate to any processes that are standard for
semiconductor fabrication such as adding more diamond

groWth, possible metalliZation, photolithography, etching
and high temperature annealing to name some examples; 2) is

carbon-containing gas in this part of the process to form the

free of any physical asymmetrical plastic distortion and 3) has

initial layer of diamond, before the adhesion layer is damaged

a critical adherent diamond layer 16 that is located from one

or consumed by the atomic hydrogen. Yet, it is further critical
to choose the concentration of carbon-containing gas in such

micrometer, to Within a feW atomic layers of the compound

semiconductor layer.
Finally, although the description above contains much

a Way so as not to induce the formation of soot. Prevention of

speci?city, this should not be construed as limiting the scope
of the invention, but as merely providing illustrations of some

soot formation from the carbon-bearing gas results in a stron

ger bond betWeen the adhesion layer 12 and the critical dia
mond adherent layer 16. Whilst it is possible to start the

of the presently preferred embodiments of this invention. This
invention may be altered and rearranged in numerous Ways by

groWth process for the adherent diamond layers atop of the
diamond-friendly interlayer at the carbon-bearing concentra

one skilled in the art Without departing from the coverage of

any patent claims, Which are supported by this speci?cation.

tion range of betWeen 0.3% to 4.2%, of the total percentage of
the reactive gases introduced to the CVD reactor, it has been

found that speci?c concentrations of carbon-bearing gas
Work best With speci?c interlayer compositions. The folloW
ing Table 1 represents interlayer speci?c, carbon-bearing gas

20

layer coating a compound semiconductor substrate, compris

ing:

concentrations as a total percentages of the reactive gases

introduced to the CVD reactor for different adhesion layer
materials. These concentrations have been found to create the
best results for both bonding the adhesion layer 12 to the

loading the adhesion layer coated compound semiconduc
tor substrate into a chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
25

pressure of the reactor;
introducing reactive gasses into the reactor, Wherein at

formation:
30

Adhesion Layer Material

Concentration of Carbon-Bearing Gas

Aluminum nitride
Silicon nitride
Silicon carbide

1.5%
2.0%
3.0%
2.0%
2.0%

Amorphous Silicon
Crystalline Silicon

or less
or less
or less
or less
or less

for initial
for initial
for initial
for initial
for initial

deposition
deposition
deposition
deposition
deposition

least one of the gasses is a carbon-bearing gas;
establishing a process pressure in the reactor;
setting a constant concentration of the carbon-bearing gas

in the reactor;
35

applying poWer to the reactor at any ramped rate to main
tain a temperature differential betWeen the center of the
substrate and the edge of the substrate of less than 80°

40

maintaining the ?nal process temperature of the substrate
at less than 1200° Celsius; and
maintaining said recited conditions to assure the groWth of
an adherent diamond layer upon the adhesion layer of

Celsius;

In further accordance With the inventive method, poWer is
applied to the reactor and ramped at a proper rate 3 0 to initiate

reactor;
evacuating the CVD reactor doWn to the vacuum base

critical diamond adherent layer 16 (by assuring survival of the
adhesion layer during poWer ramp up) and for preventing soot
TABLE I

The invention claimed is:
1. A method of groWing a diamond layer upon an adhesion

the dissociation of the gases and cause heating of the plasma
plume 14, Which in turn causes the substrate 10 to heat up. The

the substrate.
2. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in

poWer density is limited to no more than 3000 Watts/in2 and
the ramp is controlled in such a manner that the temperature

tions until a desired thickness of diamond layer is groWn upon

differential betWeen the center of the compound semiconduc
tor substrate and the edge of the substrate is alWays less than

claim 1, further comprising maintaining the recited condi
45

the adherent diamond layer.

80° Celsius. The ramp 30 is to be set at the maximum pos

3. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in
claim 1, Wherein the process pressure in the reactor is main

sible, While still maintaining the center to edge differential of

tained in a range of 5 to 500 Torr.

the substrate at less than 80° Celsius. These poWer ramp
conditions 30 alloW for the elastic deformation of the sub
strate 10, While at the same time avoiding any plastic defor
mation of the substrate. The substrate 10 is heated to a desired
?nal temperature 32, in almost all cases to less than 1200°
Celsius, and in most cases to betWeen 700°-900° Celsius.

Once initial deposition of the diamond layer 16 upon the
adhesion layer 12 has been achieved 34, the gas ?oWs and

50

carbon atoms.

5. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in

claim 1, Wherein the carbon bearing gas is selected from the

group consisting of CH4, C2H6, C2H2, CO, and CHF3.
55

relative concentrations of the carbon-bearing gas, as Well as

60

If, for example, the desired target is to maximize deposition
rate a set of process condition could be used; if ?lm stress or

The product produced by the method is a compound semi
conductor 10 With an adhesion layer 12 coating that is chemi

7. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in
claim 1, Wherein the carbon bearing gas is maintained at a
concentration of betWeen 0.3% to 4.2% of the total percent
age of the reactive gases introduced to said CVD reactor.
8. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in

claim 1, Wherein the concentration of the carbon-bearing gas

grain siZe is of outmost important, the process may require

different adjustment(s).

6. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in

claim 1, Wherein the adhesion layer is selected from the group
consisting of silicon nitride, aluminum nitride and silicon
carbide.

the process pressure, could be adjusted freely to optimize the
groWth rate and quality of the diamond layer 18 as desired. It
is Well knoWn to those familiar With the art, that CVD dia
mond could be groWn under a variety of process conditions.

4. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in
claim 1, Wherein the carbon bearing gas is a gas having four

65

is limited to 1.5% or less of the total percentage of reactive
gases introduced to said CVD reactor for initial deposition
onto an aluminum nitride adhesion layer.

US 7,939,367 B1
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9. The method of growing a diamond layer as recited in

15. The method as recited in claim 14 further comprising

claim 1, Wherein the concentration of the carbon-bearing gas

the step of maintaining the ?nal process temperature of the

is limited to 2.0% or less of the total percentage of reactive
gases introduced to said CVD reactor for initial deposition
onto a silicon nitride adhesion layer.
10. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in

substrate at less than 12000 Celsius.
16. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in

tions until a desired thickness of diamond layer is groWn upon

claim 1, Wherein the concentration of the carbon-bearing gas

the adherent diamond layer.

is limited to 3.0% or less of the total percentage of reactive
gases introduced to said CVD reactor for initial deposition
onto a silicon carbide adhesion layer.
11. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in

tained in a range of 5 to 500 Torr.

claim 13, further comprising maintaining the recited condi
17. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in
claim 1, Wherein the process pressure in the reactor is main
18. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in
claim 13, Wherein the carbon bearing gas is a gas having four

claim 1, Wherein the concentration of the carbon-bearing gas

carbon atoms.

is limited to 2.0% or less of the total percentage of reactive
gases introduced to said CVD reactor for initial deposition
onto an amorphous or crystalline silicon adhesion layer.

19. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in

claim 13, Wherein the carbon bearing gas is selected from the
group consisting of CH4, C2H6, C2H2 CO.

12. A compound semiconductor article having a diamond
layer bonded to an adhesion layer in accordance With the
method of claim 1.
13 . Amethod of groWing a diamond layer upon an adhesion

layer coating a compound semiconductor substrate, compris

20. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in

20

claim 13, Wherein the adhesion layer is selected from the
group consisting of silicon nitride, aluminum nitride and
silicon carbide.

25

21. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in
claim 13, Wherein the carbon bearing gas is maintained at a
concentration of betWeen 0.3% to 4.2% of the total percent
age of reactive gases introduced to said CVD reactor.
22. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in

ing:
loading the adhesion layer coated compound semiconduc
tor substrate into a chemical vapor deposition (CVD)

reactor;
evacuating the CVD reactor doWn to the vacuum base

claim 13, Wherein the concentration of the carbon-bearing gas

pressure of the reactor;
introducing reactive gasses into the reactor, Wherein at
least a one of the gasses is a carbon-bearing gas;

establishing a process pressure in the reactor;
setting a constant concentration of the carbon-bearing gas
in the reactor;
applying poWer to the reactor at any ramped rate to alloW
for the elastic deformation of the substrate, While at the
same time avoiding any plastic deformation of the sub
strate; and
maintaining the recited conditions to assure the groWth of
an adherent diamond layer upon the adhesion layer of
the substrate.
14. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in
claim 13, Wherein upon applying poWer to the reactor, a
temperature differential of less than 80° Celsius is maintained
betWeen the center of the substrate and the edge of the sub
strate.
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is limited to 1.5% or less of the total percentage of reactive
gases introduced to said CVD reactor for initial deposition
onto an aluminum nitride adhesion layer.
23. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in

claim 13, Wherein the concentration of the carbon-bearing gas
is limited to 2.0% or less of the total percentage of reactive
gases introduced to said CVD reactor for initial deposition
onto a silicon nitride adhesion layer.
24. The method of groWing a diamond layer as recited in
claim 13, Wherein the concentration of the carbon-bearing gas
is limited to 3.0% or less of the total percentage of reactive
gases introduced to said CVD reactor for initial deposition
onto a silicon carbide adhesion layer.
25. A compound semiconductor article having a diamond
layer bonded to an adhesion layer in accordance With the
method of claim 13.

